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設問 1 以下の英文を日本語に訳しなさい。  

 

Ordinarily, the question of individual versus family therapy is posed as a technical one: Which 

approach works best with a given problem? But the choice between individual and family therapy 

also reflects a philosophical understanding of human nature. Although most therapists are too 

busy to raise philosophical questions about their work, they are nevertheless shaped by the context 

in which they work, an important aspect of which is the prevailing climate of opinion about the 

place of the individual and the role of the family. 

 The rise of individualism and the legitimization of selfhood led many people to place the 

needs of the individual above those of the group. “Authenticity” was equated with radical 

individualism, just as it often is among adolescents struggling to define identities independent of 

their families. Family therapy has flourished at the close of the twentieth century, not only 

because of its proven clinical effectiveness, but also because we are rediscovering the 

interconnectedness that characterizes our human community. 

 Finally, although psychotherapy can succeed by focusing on either the psychology of the 

individual or the organization of the family, both perspectives—psychology and social 

context—are indispensable for a full understanding of individuals and their problems. 

 For years, psychotherapy split human problems into one of two categories: intrapsychic or 

interpersonal—individual or family. Therapists were encouraged to learn modes of treatment that 

focused on one of these two domains to the exclusion of the other, because they were considered 

different enterprises. In case staffings the question was, “Is this a family or an individual case?” In 

the early days, if the case was deemed a family case, that meant that all members of the family 

would be included in therapy sessions. If it was an individual case, the family was never to be 

consulted. 

 

 

設問２  以下の文章は、H.Ginott の“Teacher & Child”の教室場面での課題について言及

した一節である。これを訳しなさい。  

 
When crucial problems appear, philosophies often disappear. To a man in a sinking boat, 

theory is irrelevant. Either he knows how to swim or he drowns. In the midst of classroom crises, 

all the books in all the libraries are of no help. All the lectures and all the courses are of little value. 

At the moment of truth, only skill saves. 

In theory, we already know what good education is. We have all the concepts. Unfortunately, 

one cannot educate children on conceptions alone. Children present problems which do not 

disappear, even when the teacher believes in democracy, love, respect, acceptance, individual 

differences, and personal uniqueness. Though magnificent, these concepts are too abstract and too 

large. They are like a thousand-dollar bill―good currency, but useless in meeting mundane needs 

such as buying a cup of coffee, taking a cab, or making a phone call. For daily life, one needs 

coins.  

For classroom commerce, teachers need psychological small change. They need specific skills 

for dealing effectively and humanely with minute-to-minute happenings―the small irritations, the 

daily conflicts, the sudden crises. All these situations call for helpful and realistic reactions. A 

teacher’s response has crucial consequences. It creates a climate of compliance or defiance, a 

mood of contentment or contention, a desire to make amends or to take revenge. 
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